
Vxt

We launched in March 2021

In only 6 months we have 20 customers
making 3000 phone calls a week with
Vxt, who represent ~$200k signed ARR



A real person
Commercial lawyer
Owner @ ASCO Legal
A Vxt customer

Confidential

Alistair is



Al used to make 10 calls everyday from his old physical landline device. With every call he made he’d go through a manual
process to help him bill clients, ensure he's being legally compliant, and more - costing about 5 minutes per phone call. Lawyers
charge out at $300 per hour on average so the opportunity cost from this lost time is 50 thousand dollars per year, per lawyer.

 

Confidential

Alistair's Problem

Costs $50,000+
per lawyer p/a



The Solution

To solve this we built smart calling software. Instead of the old lengthy process, ASCO Legal now makes
their calls through Vxt, automating many of the admin tasks associated with calls. 



Confidential

Vxt Call
ASCO Legal use Vxt to
record calls, generate
automatic notes, capture
billable hours
automatically, and keep
great records of customer
communications.



VisionMission

We leverage rich communication
data to automate the work no

one wants to do- admin

Our vision is to help build a
world where everyone has

more time to live happier lives



Today we automate tasks like time recording, note taking and data entry,
but our vision is much larger. 

 
We're building natural language processing (NLP) technology to extract

rich data from conversations to automate document creation. 
 

Everyday residential conveyancers have the same ten conversations over
the phone so that they can produce sale and purchase agreements for
homes. They spend about thirty minutes after each call preparing each

document. In professional services there are thousands more workflows
like this for us to automate. Imagine if we saved you six hours everyday.

Imagine if we did this for millions of people. 
 

Longterm Defensible Strategy

NLP & Communications - Data Usage



Our mission is to leverage communications data to
automate administrative work. To achieve this mission Vxt
will become the only communications tool our customers

ever need. In the future, our platform may include video
calling, chat & SMS, email and more. 

Calling is just the start.
 

Longterm Defensible Strategy

NLP & Communications - Data Collection



Traction

We quietly released Vxt Call on
March 19th. By the end of the
month we had signed a $24k deal
with our first large customer. 

Since then sales have continued to
accelerate and we have secured
customers in the US, UK, AU & NZ. 



Business Model

We generate revenue from
customers in two ways - product
subscriptions, and usage
charges. Customers subscribe to
Vxt Call at an average price of
$50 per user, per month, and pay
usage rates for international
calls and transcription minutes. 

Usage
Charges

Recurring
Subscriptions

$50 per user,
per month



Our growth to date has been primarily driven by direct sales. Our sales process is top down, usually
involves a single decision maker, and 1-3 short meetings to close a deal. We have developed a
profitable and scalable process. The next steps are optimisation. Our metrics will move as our
sample of customers becomes more representative of the long term. We expect that ACV will

increase significantly as our average customer size increases and usage billing is introduced. Our
sales cycle is already decreasing.

 
*estimate

 

Go-to-market

Direct Sales

LTV* CAC* ACV Avg Customer
Size

Sales
Cycle

$80k $3.5k $12k 3 mths 20



Channel partnerships help us to reduce CAC, and grow faster. So far, our partnerships
have been responsible for about 30% of signed recurring revenue. Customers acquired
through these partnerships include our largest in the UK and multiple in Oceania. These

partnerships are particularly useful in untested international markets. 

Go-to-market

Channel Partnerships
Resellers Integrations & Referral



Total Addressable Market 

$150Bn
Expected to double to
$150Bn by 2024 

The global VoIP market is big.

Today we’re focused on legal
& recruitment as a beachhead. 

Broader opportunity is
massive and there are a wide
range of adjacent markets for
our business to grow into. 



Serviceable Addressable Market

To enter the market we solved a terribly painful
problem for a small set of customers whom we
know well, in order to build a foundation for
growth. 

Legal and recruitment are small segments of
professional services which are broadly
comprised of similar businesses with a variety
of shared challenges.

There are 1.2 million professional services
businesses in the US alone.  

Our vision and ambition for Vxt is enormous.

United States

$14Bn

ROW

$24Bn

https://www.selectusa.gov/professional-services-industry-united-states


Competition 

Telecommunications is a competitive industry. However, we are the only company leveraging
communications data to build workflow automation for key verticals. 

Product usability

Vertical focus



Duncan de Wet
Head of Engineering
Tech Polymath

Luke Campbell
CEO, Co-founder
Expert Strategist

Lucy Turner
CTO, Co-founder
Headhunted by Google

Cameron Palmer
Head of Design
UX/UI Master 

Core Team
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William Burry
Chief Revenue Officer
Sales Ninja

Chelsea Aitken
Chief Customer Officer
Social Sales Leader

mentors from

& many more



We’re raising $2m 
for growth, and get to
$2m ARR by Dec 2022



Appendix



Our Customers Today

Transactional Law Fims

Includes: 
Residential Conveyancing, Small
Commercial Work, Employment,
Immigration & more.

Persona:
Considered, risk averse, time-
poor, well organised.

Problems:
Phone call admin costs a lot of
time does not generate revenue
but is a requirement.

Transactional Recruitment

Includes: Contract/Temp, Blue
Collar

Persona:
Nimble, highly competitive. 

Problems:
Call admin is not done
introducing massive financial
risks. 

Half of our existing customers fit into each of these categories.
 



Product Demo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqDRyUW1POg


